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Abstract
This paper analyzes policy centralization outcomes in a two-jurisdiction model of public good
provision choices with heterogeneous policy preferences and interjurisdictional policy spillovers
under two alternative political procedures, direct referendum and representative democracy. We show
that policy centralization is more likely to occur if the choice to centralize is made by elected
policymakers rather than by referendum. In these situations, centralized policies converge to the
preferred level of the jurisdiction that least favours centralization, rather than to a compromise
between the two jurisdictions’ preferred levels.
D 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
JEL classification: H2; H7
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1. Introduction
Different countries adopt different political procedures to determine whether or not
to participate in policy coordination agreements. Entry into the European Union was
put to a popular vote (referendum) in Scandinavian countries, whereas in some
larger European countries it has remained a matter for the national government or
legislature to deliberate on. Whether voters should have a direct input into the
choice to participate in international agreements is still hotly debated—a current
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example being the political battle in the UK over participation in the European
Monetary Union.
This paper compares direct and representative democracy with respect to their
implications for policy centralization. We describe a two-jurisdiction model of public
good provision choices with heterogeneous individuals and interjurisdictional policy
spillovers. These are modelled as positive cross-boundary externalities stemming from
locally provided public goods, which are funded by a general tax paid by residents.
Individuals differ with respect to their intensity of preferences for public consumption,
and disagreement within jurisdictions is resolved by majority voting over political
candidates. Spillovers can be internalized by policy centralization, which—consistently
with recent literature on union formation—is modelled here in terms of policymakers
in the two jurisdictions each being appointed to select a common tax for both
jurisdictions with equal probability.
The process of policy centralization under a referendum system is represented as a
three-stage game: citizens in each region first decide whether or not to centralize by
referendum, with centralization occurring if a majority of voters in each region support
it; then, following the outcome of the centralization decision at the previous stage,
citizens elect candidates to represent them; finally, the elected policymakers make
policy choices, either noncooperatively or cooperatively depending on the outcome of
the referendum. In contrast, under representative democracy policy centralization
involves citizens delegating the policy centralization decision to elected policymakers:
first, citizens in both regions elect a representative; then, elected policymakers decide
whether or not to centralize policy making, with centralization occurring if policymakers in both regions opt for it; finally, the elected policymakers make policy
choices, either noncooperatively or cooperatively depending on their earlier centralization choices.
If the majorities of both jurisdictions share the same policy preferences, policy
centralization will (trivially) occur under either procedure. But when the two
jurisdictions are dominated by majorities with different policy preferences, and if
the divergence in policy preferences is large enough, policy centralization may not
take place. With heterogeneous majorities in the two jurisdictions, direct and
representative democracy fare differently as a means of supporting policy
centralization. Specifically, we show that policy centralization is more likely to
occur if the choice to centralize policy making remains with elected policymakers
rather than being taken by direct referendum. In other words, representative
democracy can support policy centralization even when the difference in policy
preferences across jurisdictions makes it impossible to achieve centralization by
referendum.1

1
The idea that a representative system implies a pro-centralization bias has also been (informally) suggested
by Blankart (2000). In attempting to explain why, after World War II, tax centralization has progressively
increased in Germany while it has decreased in Switzerland, he argues that budgetary referenda have been an
important barrier to increasing centralization in Switzerland.
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The reason for this result is that, in a representative democracy, voters in a
jurisdiction can induce another jurisdiction to centralize policies by electing a
representative that is of the same type as the majority in that jurisdiction. In this
way, a pro-centralization jurisdiction can—and may find it attractive to—induce
cooperation by a jurisdiction that would not otherwise agree to centralize policies
(a ‘reluctant partner’). Thus, delegation of centralization choices to policymakers can
act as a policy commitment device by a pro-centralization jurisdiction, making
centralization possible. A feature of representative democracy that has been highlighted by the recent literature on citizen-candidate voting models (Osborne and
Slivinski, 1996; Besley and Coate, 1997) is that elected policymakers cannot credibly
commit to a platform that is not consistent with their own policy preferences. Here
voters can actually exploit the inability of policymakers to deviate from their own
preferred choice in order to achieve commitment under delegation. While the idea
that delegation can be used strategically under noncooperation is not new, its
application to the delegation of coordination decisions is—as far as we can tell—
new.2
As a corollary of this result, when only representative democracy makes it
possible to support policy centralization it will result in policies converging
towards the choice preferred by the reluctant partner, rather than in a ‘dilution’
(averaging) of policy preferences as predicted by earlier analyses of union
formation such as Besley and Coate (1998b). If this occurs, however, the
jurisdiction gaining from policy coordination will be the accommodating partner,
not the partner whose preferences are prevailing: by electing a representative of
the same type as the majority in the reluctant jurisdiction, the majority in the
accommodating jurisdiction can force an outcome which they prefer to noncooperation, with the reverse possibly being the case for the reluctant partner.
Nevertheless, we show that even when the centralization mechanism is inflexible—giving equal decision-making weight to each partner, with no bargaining
being possible over this arrangement—in some situations a move from referendum
to a representative system can raise welfare for all individuals in both jurisdictions.
Thus, where policy centralization choices are involved, it is possible that the
citizens’ interest may be better served by elected representatives than by a direct
referendum.
The predictions of our model are consistent with the European experience, where
the decisions taken by governments on policy centralization (e.g. joining ECC, EU,
EEA, EMU, or ratifying other treaties) have not always appeared to be supported by

2
Strategic delegation arguments have been made elsewhere in the industrial organization and international
trade literatures (Gatsios and Karp, 1991, 1995; Fershtman et al., 1991), as well as in the political economy
literature. For example, Persson and Tabellini (1992) have shown that under interjurisdictional tax competition
voters will vote for candidates whose policy preferences do not coincide with their own. In a different paper,
Persson and Tabellini (1994) also compare direct and representative democracy with respect to their commitment
properties in the context of capital tax competition. But to the best of our knowledge, this comparison has not
been made with respect to policy centralization decisions.
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a majority of voters.3 Evidence at the local government level is also consistent with
this. In an empirical study testing the predictions of the theoretical model we describe
here, Feld and Schaltegger (2001) show that the degree of centralization is lower in a
referendum regime than in a regime where budgetary decisions are only taken by
representatives.4
The remainder of our paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we describe the
economic environment and policy outcomes under both noncooperation and policy
centralization; in Section 3 and Section 4 we analyze policy centralization outcomes under
direct democracy and representative democracy respectively; Section 5 provides a comparison of the two procedures on welfare grounds, and discusses the implications of bargaining
over central decision-making rules; Section 6 presents our conclusions and discusses
possible extensions.

2. Technology, preferences, and policy outcomes
We cast our argument in a stylized two-region model of public provision choices with
interjurisdictional spillovers, where policy preferences are heterogeneous in the population and policymakers are elected by majority voting. For simplicity, we model
spillovers as a direct positive cross-border externality from local public good provision,
although our arguments and proofs also apply, with some modification, to situations
where the policy externality is indirect—such as is the case, for example, with
interjurisdictional tax competition. This section will describe the economic environment
and policy outcomes with and without policy centralization, for given types of policymakers in two regions. The analysis of political equilibria and centralization outcomes
follows in later sections.

3
In 1961 four countries started negotiations to join the European Community: Denmark, Ireland, United
Kingdom and Norway. In 1972 the national parliaments of Denmark, Ireland, and the United Kingdom ratified the
treaty, whereas a national referendum in Norway rejected the treaty. A few years later, Greece (1975), Portugal
and Spain (1977) applied to join the EC; in all three cases the treaty was ratified by parliament. In 1982 a
referendum resulted in Greenland exiting the Community. In 1992 Denmark rejected the ratification of the
Maastricht Treaty by referendum (the treaty was subsequently ratified through another referendum). France and
Ireland also used a referendum in this case: in both cases it passed. The remaining countries ratified the treaty
through their national parliaments. In the same year, in Switzerland, a referendum decided against the ratification
of the agreement that created the EEA (European Economic Area). In 1994 three Scandinavian countries,
Sweden, Finland, and Norway, held national referenda about whether or not to join the EU; Norway voted against
and the other two in favour. In 2000, in Denmark, a referendum rejected membership in the EMU. The following
year Ireland, again by referendum, decided against the ratification of the Nice Treaty. In Switzerland, where the
introduction of a new federal tax requires a mandatory referendum, citizens have had to express their opinion
about new central taxes no less than twenty-three times (since 1917), and two-thirds of these proposals have been
rejected in the first round (Blankart, 2000).
4
To test this hypothesis, they use Swiss data at the cantonal level and at the local level. The 26 Swiss cantons
have different rules about budget referenda. In some cantons budget decisions are taken mainly by elected bodies,
while other cantons rely more on direct democracy. The main finding is that the more cantons allow for fiscal
referenda in their constitutions, the less spending and taxation are centralized at the cantonal level.
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2.1. The economic environment
Consider two independent regions of identical population size, n, indexed by i ¼ A; B.
Within each region all individuals have identical income levels (normalized to unity) and
consume a private good and a public good or service.
Output in the ith region, Yi, is produced from labour, which is inelastically supplied by
each individual in an amount equal to unity. The production technology is assumed to be
linear in total labour inputs, and without loss of generality, units are normalized so that the
wage rate is unity, i.e., YA ¼ YB ¼ n. Output in region i is used for private consumption and
for the local provision of the public good. The marginal rate of transformation between the
private good and the public good in production is assumed to be the same across regions
and, without loss of generality, equal to unity.
In each region, local public good provision, gi, is funded by a proportional income
tax levied at rate ti , which is assumed to be the only fiscal instrument available in
each region. 5 The level of private consumption for an individual residing in
jurisdiction i is then
ci ¼ 1  t i ;

i ¼ A; B;

ð1Þ

and public good provision in each jurisdiction is
gi ¼ nti ;

i ¼ A; B:

ð2Þ

The total amount of public consumption available in region i will not generally
coincide with the amount locally provided, because of the presence of inter-regional
spillovers. We assume the positive spillover experienced by residents in a certain
region simply to be proportional to the level of public provision in the other
region by a factor cað0; 1Þ.6 Thus, effective public consumption in each jurisdiction
is
Si ¼ gi þ cgj ;

ð3Þ

j p i:

This formulation provides a very stylized (and tractable) representation of interjurisdictional policy spillovers. Assuming equal size and symmetric spillovers between
the two jurisdictions also improves tractability. (The implications of asymmetries are
discussed in Section 4.)
Even though population size is the same across regions, populations may differ with
respect to their preferences for private and public consumption. These preferences are
represented by a quasilinear utility function
uðci ; Si jhÞ ¼ ci þ hSig ;

hafh; hg;

i ¼ A; B:

ð4Þ

5
Although, as we discuss below, our model accounts for preference heterogeneity, preferences are
unobservable and thus taxes cannot be conditioned on them, even though policymakers may have full information
about the distribution of preferences.
6
Spillovers are assumed to be bilateral and symmetric (c is not differentiated between regions).
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with gað0; 1Þ and h > 0.7 This specification implies a constant value for the elasticity of
the marginal valuation for the public good equal to g  1 < 0.8
Preference heterogeneity can then be captured simply by assuming that there exist two
individual types, each characterized by a preference parameter h, with hafh; hg and hzh.
2.2. Noncooperative policy outcomes
In the absence of cooperation, taxes in jurisdiction i are chosen by elected policymakers
in that region, who maximize their own utility given the other region’s choice of tax rate
and subject to conditions (1) – (3). Let hNi afh; hg represent the policymaker’s type in
jurisdiction i under decentralization (the superscript N denotes a noncooperative scenario).
Then, the solution to the above problem yields best-response functions
ti*ðtj jhNi Þ ¼ aðhNi Þ1=ð1gÞ =n  ctj ;

ð5Þ

j p i;

where a ¼ ðgnÞ1=ð1gÞ . The first term on the right-hand side of the above expression
reflects the policy preferences of the policymaker—the stronger the policymaker’s
preference for public consumption, the higher the tax—as well as the private opportunity
cost of local public good provision—which is decreasing with population size—while the
second term reflects how easily the policymaker can free-ride on the other region—the
higher the degree of spillover and the larger the amount provided in a region, the lower the
preferred tax in the other region. Also note that
SiN ðhNi ; hNj Þ ¼ n½ti*ðtj ; hNi Þ þ ctj ¼ aðhNi Þ1=ð1gÞ ;

ð6Þ

j p i:

Thus, while the policy choice in each jurisdiction depends on the policy choice in the
other, the effective level of public consumption in a given jurisdiction is independent from
the taxes selected by the other.
A noncooperative equilibrium is represented by tax rates, tiN ðhNA ; hNB Þ, i ¼ A; B, that are
best responses to each other. With a constant-elasticity marginal valuation for public
consumption, (5) can be solved to obtain explicit expressions:
tiN ðhNi ; hNj Þ ¼

a
½ðhN Þ1=ð1gÞ  cðhNj Þ1=ð1gÞ ;
nð1  c2 Þ i

j p i:

ð7Þ

When both policymakers are of the same type, noncooperative equilibrium tax rates are
also identical across regions (with higher taxes if the policymakers are of the highpreference type than if they are of the low-preference type). If policymakers are of
different types, then the region with the higher-preference policymaker will have a higher
tax rate in equilibrium.9
7

Quasilinearity simplifies the analysis by removing income effects.
ðg1Þ
The marginal valuation for public good consumption is hgSi
. A constant-elasticity formulation imposes
constraints on the global properties of this valuation schedule, which in turn enables us to obtain closed-form
solutions for cooperative and noncooperative payoffs. Also note that in this specification both goods are essential
and (weakly) normal, and the marginal rate of substitution is increasing in h.
9
Necessary conditions for positive tax rates in both regions when mNi > mNj are c < ðhNi =hNj Þ1=ð1gÞ < 1=c.
8
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Noncooperative equilibrium payoffs, as experienced by individuals of type vi afh; hg
residing in jurisdiction i, are
PNi ðhNi ; hNj jvi Þ ¼ 1  tiN ðhNi ; hNj Þ þ vi SiN ðhNi Þg ;

ð8Þ

j p i:

2.3. Policy outcomes under centralization
We shall assume that when policymaking is centralized the policymaker of each region
is appointed to select a common tax for both jurisdictions with a probability of 1=2 (as in
Besley and Coate, 1998b).10 A policymaker of type hC will then select a common tax
t ¼ tA ¼ tB so as to maximize
1  t þ hC ½ð1 þ cÞnt g :

ð9Þ

Solution to the above problem yields the preferred harmonized rate for a policymaker of
type hC as
t C ðhC Þ ¼

að1 þ cÞg=ð1gÞ C 1=ð1gÞ
ðh Þ
:
n

ð10Þ

This yields a level of public good consumption equal to
S C ðhC Þ ¼ ð1 þ cÞnt C ðhC Þ ¼ a½ð1 þ cÞhC

1=ð1gÞ

ð11Þ

:

Expected payoffs as experienced by individuals of type vi afh; hg residing in
jurisdiction i, if policymakers of types hCi , hCj are elected in i and in j p i, are
PCi ðhCi ; hCj jvi Þ ¼ ½2  t C ðhCi Þ  t C ðhCj Þ þ vi ðS C ðhCi Þg þ S C ðhCj Þg Þ =2;

j p i:
ð12Þ

3. Centralization by direct referendum
Under direct democracy the decision to centralize policy is taken by direct referendum
rather than being delegated to elected representatives, and policymakers cannot renege on
a coordination agreement once it is in force. We model this case as a three-stage game. In
the first stage, voters in each region decide, by majority voting, whether or not the region
should agree to centralize policy; for centralization to occur, it must be supported by a
majority of voters in both regions. In the second stage, voters elect representatives, again
by majority voting. In the third stage, the elected representatives in both regions select
policies, either noncooperatively or cooperatively depending on whether or not policy is
centralized.
10
We thus restrict our attention to coordination arrangements in which policies are harmonized to a common
level. Coordination arrangements in which policies are differentiated by jurisdiction, to account for the different
characteristics of the participating jurisdictions, can generally do better for all involved, but may run against
problems of information or verification (see Dhillon et al., 1999 on this point). We also assume that the levels of
public good provision cannot be determined and pre-committed to at the centralization stage.
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Focusing on subgame-perfect equilibria, we analyze the game backwards, starting from
the second stage (the last stage has been examined in the previous section). At this stage,
voters in the two regions choose between high-preference type and low-preference type
candidates.11 In the rest of our analysis, we shall assume, without loss of generality, that
the majority of individuals in region A (the high-preference region) are individuals with
high-type preferences and the majority in region B (the low-preference region) are
individuals with low-type preferences.
If in the first stage of the game the majorities of both regions have chosen to support
policy centralization, then, in the second stage, the majority in each region can do no better
than electing a candidate of their own type; thus, the elected policymaker in A will be a
high-type individual and the elected policymaker in B will be a low-type individual (proofs
are in Appendix A):
Lemma 1. Under direct referendum and policy centralization, the elected policymaker in
each jurisdiction, in a voting equilibrium involving weakly undominated strategies, will be
of the same type as the majority in that jurisdiction.
Without policy centralization, however, the representatives elected in the two jurisdictions will not necessarily be of the same type as the majorities’ types in their respective
jurisdictions. Once centralization has been rejected, the majorities in both regions decide
whom to elect by comparing the noncooperative payoffs when voting for a policymaker of
their own type and when voting for a policymaker that is not of their own type. These
comparisons are, in our model, independent of the type of policymaker in the other
region,12 and are represented by the differences PNA ðh; h NB j hÞ  PNA ðh; h NB j hÞuDA and
PNB ðh; hNA j hÞ  PNB ðh; hNA j hÞuDB , for the majorities in A and B respectively, where
hNA ; hNB represent the policymakers’ types in the two jurisdictions. Note that both
expressions are zero if h ¼ h . Furthermore, DB is monotonically increasing in h ,
implying DB z0.13 Thus, electing a low-preference type representative is a dominant
strategy for the majority in the low-preference region B. In contrast, the corresponding
difference for the high-preference jurisdiction, DA , can be positive or negative,
depending upon both the amount of preference heterogeneity and the absolute value
of elasticity of the marginal valuation for the public good (represented by 1  g )
relative to the square of the spillover parameter (c2 ). A relatively inelastic marginal
valuation for public consumption (a relatively small 1  g ) in the high-preference

11

We assume that candidates of both types are able and willing to stand for election.
This is because the effective amount of public good consumption within a region is independent of the
policymaker’s type in the other region.
13
Expanding these expressions, we get
(
)
g=ð1gÞ
1=ð1gÞ
a
h
 hg=ð1gÞ
h
 h1=ð1gÞ
h

;
ð13Þ
DB ¼ 
n
g
ð1  c2 Þ
12

½

½

g=ð1gÞ

and ADB =Ah ¼ ½ah

=nð1  gÞ ½h=h  ð1=ð1  c2 ÞÞ , which is positive for all h > h.
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region will facilitate free-riding by the low-preference region. The majority in the
high-preference region can prevent excessive free-riding by the other region by voting
for a low-preference candidate, and, when 1  g  c2 V0, will always do so independently of the amount of preference heterogeneity. They may also do this when the
elasticity of the marginal valuation for public consumption is small in absolute value
compared to the spillover parameter, but there is little preference heterogeneity across
types. However, when preference heterogeneity is large, the high-preference majority
in A will be willing to allow the other jurisdiction to free-ride in order to secure a
sufficiently high level of public consumption, and will elect a high-preference
representative.
Lemma 2. Under direct referendum and no policy centralization, the elected
representative in the low-preference region will always be a low-preference individual.
(i) If 1  g  c2 V0 the elected representative in the high-preference jurisdiction is a lowpreference individual; (ii) if 1  g  c2 > 0, then, for any h, there exists a h V> h such that
for ha½h; h VÞ the elected representative in the high-preference region is a low-preference
individual, and for hzh V the elected representative in the high-preference region is a
high-preference individual.
When the majorities in the two jurisdictions are of the same type (h ¼ h), they will
prefer centralization to decentralization. It is evident upon comparing condition (7) with
(10) that policy centralization leads to higher tax rates, and a higher common payoff, than
decentralized policy making, i.e., and no disagreement will occur under a symmetric
centralization rule when there is no preference heterogeneity. When the majorities in the
two jurisdictions are of different types, however, whether policy centralization can
improve the payoffs of both regions’ majorities again depends upon the amount of
preference heterogeneity.
The majority in a region will support centralization in the first stage of the game if this
yields a higher continuation payoff than decentralization does. Focusing first on the lowpreference region, if the elected representative in the high-preference region under
noncooperation is of the high-preference type (DA z0), then, because of Lemmas 1 and
2, the relevant comparison between cooperative and noncooperative payoffs for the
majority in B is
PCB ðh; hjhÞ  PNB ðh; hjhÞuX̂B ;

ð14Þ

whereas if a low-preference representative is elected in A under noncooperation (DA<0),
the relevant comparison is
PCB ðh; hjhÞ  PNB ðh; hjhÞuX̃B :

ð15Þ

For a given h, let ûand ũbe the values of ū (if they exist) that respectively make (14) and
(15) equal to zero.
It can be shown that if preference heterogeneity is sufficiently small, then the majority
in the low preference region prefer cooperation to noncooperation, but if preference
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heterogeneity is large, the majority in the low-preference region prefer noncooperation to
cooperation:
D
Lemma 3. Under direct referendum, for any givenh there exist a h ={maxĥ, min{h̄ V, h˜ }}
¯
such the majority in the low-preference region (weakly) prefer centralization to
decentralization for all ha½h; h D , and decentralization to centralization for all h̄>h̄ D.
The intuition for this result is that the more heterogeneous preferences are across types,
the more likely the high-preference region is to elect a high-preference representative under
decentralization; and if this happens, there is more scope for the low-preference region to
free ride on region A the higher is the intensity of preferences for public consumption in A,
which makes decentralization comparatively more attractive for the majority in B. On the
other hand, the more heterogeneous preferences are across types, the higher will be the tax
rate chosen by a high-preference representative in A under centralization, which makes
centralization comparatively less attractive for the majority in B.
Note that the interval ½h; h D will be smaller the larger is the spillover parameter c. This
is because the noncooperative payoff for a low-preference majority in B is increasing in the
type of policymaker in the other region as well as in c: in a noncooperative equilibrium, the
level of effective public good consumption in a region is independent of policy choices in
the other region, which implies that the low-preference majority in B will experience the
same level of public consumption but a lower level of private consumption—and thus will
be worse off—when paired with a low-type policymaker than with a high-type policymaker in region A; ceteris paribus, if a high-preference representative is elected in A, freeriding opportunities are higher the larger is the spillover. Then, if the spillover is large,
noncooperation will be relatively more attractive to the low-preference majority in B when
a high-preference representative is elected in A, implying that ĥ will be smaller. At the
same time, if the spillover is large, electing a low-preference candidate will be more
D
attractive to the high-preference majority in A, implying that hV will be smaller. Hence, h
will be smaller the larger is c.
Policy centralization will only take place if the majorities of both regions agree to it; but
it can be shown that the low-preference region will always be pivotal with respect to the
centralization choice:
Lemma 4. Under direct referendum, the majority in the high-preference region will
always prefer policy centralization to noncooperation if the majority in the other region
does.
Combining Lemmas 3 and 5 allows us to state the following result:
Proposition 1. Under direct referendum, policy centralization will occur if and only if
h̄a[h, h̄ D].
¯
Under direct democracy, policy centralization can still occur even when the two
regions are different with respect to the policy preferences of their respective
majorities; and, if it does, it will result in a dilution of policy preferences—which
is represented in our model as a randomization between the preferred tax rates of the
two jurisdictions. But, if preference heterogeneity is too large, policy centralization
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will not take place, either because the majority of the low-preference region can
always do better by free-riding on the other region, or because the policy choice of
the high-preference region’s policymaker under centralization is too far from that
preferred by the majority of the low-preference region.

4. Centralization by representative democracy
Suppose that voters delegate the decision of whether or not to centralize policy
making to the elected politicians themselves. This can be modelled in terms of a
sequential game where, in the first stage, citizens in both regions elect a representative
by majority voting. In the second stage of the game, elected candidates decide whether
or not to centralize policies, with centralization only occurring if it is supported by the
policymakers of both regions. In the final stage, the elected representatives make fiscal
choices as above.
In this case, if centralization is rejected by the elected representatives, these same
representatives will be in charge of making noncooperative policy choices, without having
the option of delegating noncooperative policy choices to policymakers of a different type.
This implies that the conditions under which elected policymakers of types hRi , i ¼ A; B,
will support centralization are simply PCA ðhRA ; hRB j hRA Þ  PNA ðhRA ; hRB j hRA Þz0 and
PCB ðhRB ; hRA j hRB Þ  PNB ðhRB ; hRA j hRB Þz0:
However, unlike in the case of a direct referendum, the preference types who make
centralization choices will not necessarily be the same as the majority types in the two
jurisdictions, since the majority in each jurisdiction can choose to elect a representative of
either type. As in the direct democracy case, it can be shown that electing a low-preference
type representative is a dominant strategy for the majority of the low-preference
jurisdiction:
Lemma 5. Under representative democracy, the representative elected in the lowpreference region will be a low-preference individual.
Given that a low-preference policymaker is always elected in region B, if the highpreference majority in region A elect a high-preference representative, they will either
experience the cooperative payoff PCA ðq; q j qÞ if qVq̂ —since in that case the lowpreference representative in B will choose centralization, which the high-preference
representative in A will also agree to14—or they will experience the noncooperative
payoff PNA ðq; q j qÞ if q > q̂. If, on the other hand, the high-preference majority in region
A elect a low-preference representative, this will result in harmonization at the cooperative
tax rate preferred by the low-preference majority in B, giving the majority in A the payoff
PCA ðq; q j qÞ.
Then, if the majority in A can achieve centralization by electing a highpreference representative (qVq̂), they will always do so. Moreover, if the highest
payoff the majority in A can achieve under noncooperation is by electing a low14

This is shown as part of the proof of Lemma 4.
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preference policymaker (i.e.,  V  V) then the high-preference majority in A will
always prefer cooperation at the rate favoured by low-preference type individuals
to noncooperation, given that the latter produces, at best, a lower common tax rate
and a lower level of provision than the former. Thus, for  <  V, centralization will
always take place—either with a dilution of policy preferences or with convergence
D
to the policy favoured by the low-preference jurisdiction. Since  Vz (by Lemma
3), we can then conclude that, for a given , the range of values of  for which
a representative system supports centralization is at least as large as the range over
which centralization occurs by referendum. Furthermore, it can be shown that
centralization by representative democracy can also occur if  lies in a certain
range above  V. The following proposition summarizes our results for a representative system:
Proposition 2. Under representative democracy: (i) when 1  g  c2 V0, policy
centralization will occur for all values of h > h ; (ii) when 1  g  c2 > 0, for any
given h, there is a h R, with h R > h Vand h R zh D, such that policy centralization will occur
for all ha½h; h R :
Thus, delegation of policy centralization choices to elected policymakers in a
representative democracy can make it possible to support centralization even in
situations where it would not be supported by referendum. In some cases (when
R
1  g  c2 V0 or when 1  g  c2 > 0 and haðĥ; h ), it will not result in policy
dilution but in convergence towards the reluctant partner’s preferred rate. Here, the
pro-harmonization region prefers centralization even at the cost of harmonizing
policies at their least preferred rate, and it can achieve this by delegating all
policies—both those elected under centralization and those selected under decentralization—to a low-preference policymaker, thereby credibly committing to select low
taxes in either case. In contrast, under direct referendum commitment through
delegation is not possible, and thus the majority of a low-preference region cannot
count on the representative of the high-preference region to be willing to harmonize
at a low level of taxation if centralization occurs, and may rely on being able to
free-ride on a high-type policymaker if centralization is rejected. Thus, if centralization is decided by representatives, a pro-coordination jurisdiction can induce a
reluctant jurisdiction to opt for policy centralization even in cases where this would
not be possible if centralization choices were made by referendum.15

15
While the feature that the reluctant jurisdiction is always the low-preference jurisdiction relies on the
monotonicity properties of the assumed functional forms, the conclusion that a representative democratic system
can facilitate decentralization through delegation is more general, and would also apply to environments where
the reluctant partner is the high-preference jurisdiction. Predictions become less sharp when asymmetries with
respect to size and spillovers are introduced, but the conclusion that a representative system may facilitate
centralization still applies. However, in the presence of size and spillover asymmetries the majority type may be
unable to induce centralization by delegation; it is then possible for a move to a representative system to trigger a
switch from centralization to decentralization.
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5. Welfare comparison of direct and representative democracy outcomes
Centralization is not necessarily desirable for both regions. Thus, moving from a
referendum system to a representative system may well hurt the majority in one
jurisdiction while benefiting the other.
D
When h < ĥ the outcome is exactly the same under both systems. When haðĥ; h ,
centralization will take place under both direct and representative democracy, but it
will feature policymakers of different types under direct democracy and low-type
policymakers under representative democracy. This implies a lower payoff for highpreference individuals and a higher payoff for low-preference individuals under
representative democracy in both jurisdictions—independently of whether they belong
to the majority in their respective jurisdictions (since policy outcomes are the same
across jurisdictions).
D R
R
For haðh ; h (with h being plus infinity in the case 1  g  c2 V0), centralization
only occurs under representative democracy. Our previous analysis has already
established that the majority of the high-preference region will benefit from accommodating the low-preference region in this case—and so will the low-preference
minority in the high-preference region, since they achieve their most preferred
cooperative outcome. But it is not clear if individuals in the low-preference region
always benefit from this. If the outcome under direct democracy is noncooperation
with two low-preference policymakers (hVh V) then cooperation will always benefit the
low-preference region; but if a high-preference policymaker is elected under noncooperation in the high-preference region (h > h V) and preferences are sufficiently
heterogeneous, the low-preference region may fare better by free riding on a highpreference policymaker under noncooperation than by cooperating with a low-preference policymaker. On the other hand, if preferences are not too heterogeneous, it is
possible for all individuals in both regions to be made better off by a move to
representative democracy:
Proposition 3. For any given h, there exists a h Pa(h D, h R], such that if haðh D ; h P a
move from direct referendum to representative democracy raises the payoffs of all types
in both regions.
Clearly, the opposite move—from representative democracy to direct democracy—can
never benefit all individuals: for haðh D ; h P , all individuals are made worse off by such a
move, and for h a(h P, h R] at least one preference type in one of the two regions is made
worse off; otherwise payoffs are the same under the two systems.
How should we interpret the comparison between the two procedures in situations
where there is a direct opposition of interests between the majorities of the two
jurisdictions? Since the two jurisdictions are fully independent from each other to
begin with, which procedure to adopt would be a matter for each individual region to
decide—an agreement to harmonize procedures would just push the centralization
problem up one level. We could then think of an initial constitutional stage where
voters in each region select one of the two procedures by majority voting. Note that
the centralization outcome and the associated payoffs are the same independently of
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whether the procedure selected in the low-preference region is direct democracy or
representative democracy: in either case, a low-type policymaker will be elected,
whose posture towards centralization is the same as that of the majority. Thus, the
majority in the low-preference region are indifferent between the two procedures—
although they may be affected by a change of procedure in the other region.
The following result immediately follows from our previous analysis:
Proposition 4. Centralization by direct referendum will be preferred to centralization by
representative democracy by the majority in the high-preference region if 1     2 V0
ˆ  D ; otherwise representative democracy will be (weakly) preferred.
and að;
Our model therefore predicts that, other things being equal, we should observe
delegation of centralization choices in those countries that are more likely to be the losers
in a noncooperative environment, either because of their size, income levels, or
composition, or because they cannot profitably counter free-riding by strategically
delegating policy choices to a minority-type policymaker under noncooperation
(1  g  c2 > 0).
Before concluding, some comments are in order with respect to the possibility of
bargaining over policies taking place between jurisdictions. Our analysis has focused
on a very inflexible model of centralization, namely an arrangement where the two
regions’ policymakers are appointed to choose a common policy with equal probabilities. More could be achieved by bargaining. Clearly, if full contracting (with side
payments) is possible, centralization could always be supported. But with full
contracting the distinction between regions would effectively become meaningless:
the two jurisdictions could then just as well merge and combine their two political
systems into a single system that accounts for the preference diversity within its
borders. We are concerned here with a situation where the two regions remain distinct
entities and have limited opportunities for compensation outside the narrow confines
of the policy coordination decision; after all, by focusing on majority voting—which
typically leads to Pareto inefficient outcomes—we are already considering an incomplete-contracting environment.
But even when full contracting is not feasible, some limited form of bargaining may be
possible. Consider, for example, an arrangement whereby the probability with which each
of the two regions is appointed to select taxes under centralization is not the same for the
two regions. If the two regions can bargain over this central policy selection rule, then
D
achieving policy centralization under direct democracy will be easier (in other words, h
will be larger). Furthermore, bargaining will exclude the possibility that a Pareto
improvement could be achieved by a change in the political system: by construction, all
of the payoff combinations that can be supported under representative democracy can also
be supported under direct democracy by an appropriate choice of probabilities in the
policy selection rule, implying that any joint payoff improvement that can be achieved by
moving to a representative system under an equal-probabilities rule could also be achieved
through bargaining under direct democracy. Thus, with bargaining, a move from one
system to the other will always either leave all individuals indifferent or make some
individuals better off and others worse off.
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6. Concluding remarks
We have examined policy centralization outcomes in a two-jurisdiction politicaleconomy model with heterogeneous policy preferences and interjurisdictional policy
spillovers, under alternative democratic choice procedures, namely, direct democracy
and representative democracy. We have shown that policy centralization is more likely
to occur if the choice of whether or not to centralize is made by elected policymakers
rather than by referendum. The reason for this result is that delegation of the
harmonization choice to elected policymakers can effectively act as a policy commitment device by a pro-centralization jurisdiction and induce a reluctant partner to
cooperate. In these situations, policy centralization will result in policies converging
towards the choice preferred by the reluctant partner, rather than in a dilution of
policy preferences. We have also shown that, when no bargaining is possible, a move
from direct democracy to representative democracy can raise welfare for all individuals
in all regions.
Although our model is highly stylized, it can be used to generate some predictions
on how the characteristics of the policies concerned should map into centralization
outcomes. For example, the model predicts that the larger is the spillover (resulting in
a negative 1  g  c2 ), the more likely is a move to representative democracy to
trigger a switch to centralization. Thus, our analysis predicts that the system under
which the choice to coordinate public provision is made is more likely to matter when
the goods provided are close to being pure public goods for the regions concerned (c
close to unity)—in the European case, examples would be expenditures on national
defence, security, and border controls—but less so if the goods provided are closer to
being local in nature. Similarly, the more elastic is the marginal valuation of the good
provided to changes in the level of provision (reflected in a smaller g)—i.e. the more
difficult it is for agents to find private substitutes for public provision—the less likely
is the choice of political system to affect policy centralization outcomes; defence
spending again comes to mind.
Our analysis can be extended in several directions. First, different forms of spillovers
requiring policy coordination—such as fiscal externalities, transboundary environmental
externalities, externalities in trade policies—could be explicitly modelled and examined.
The multi-stage setup we have considered could be extended to consider a situation where
a once-and-for-all decision to centralize policies by referendum gives rise to a long-lived
centralization commitment, whereas a renewable agreement maintains flexibility. If there
is ex-ante uncertainty about the preference composition of the polities in the two regions, a
long-lived commitment may insure individuals against the risk associated with the
possible fluctuations in centralization outcomes resulting from changes in preferences
across regions.16 Finally, in a multi-stage setting, a once-and-for-all decision to centralize

16
Even when coordination has an asymmetric impact on regional payoffs ex-post, a coordination agreement
that allows for such asymmetries may still be desirable ex-ante for both regions. On this point, see Dhillon et al.
(1999), who analyze optimal incentive-compatible tax coordination agreements in the presence of preference
heterogeneity when preferences are unknown ex-ante and unobservable ex-post.
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policies would involve additional strategic considerations for policymakers in office, as it
could affect the outcome of future elections.17

Appendix A
Proof of Lemma 1. In our setup, irrespectively of the number of candidates running, there
can only be at most two types of candidates in each region. If we rule out weakly
dominated strategies, voting will be sincere, i.e., citizens will never vote for their least
preferred candidate (the proof of this is in Besley and Coate, 1997), and the elected
candidate in each region will be of a type that is supported by the majority type in that
region. Under policy centralization, with probability one-half the elected candidate has no
influence on policy; with probability one-half she selects policy unilaterally. In the former
case, her type is irrelevant; in the latter, by construction, the policy outcome preferred by a
h-type voter will be the one selected by a h-type candidate. 5
Proof of Lemma 2. Footnote 13 shows that the elected representative in the lowpreference region will always be a low-preference individual. This given, we can
determine the conditions under which the majority in the high-preference region will vote
for a representative of their own type or the other type. We can show that DA is zero when
h ¼ h, negative for small changes in h, and, depending upon the parameter values, strictly
convex (when 1  g  c2 > 0) or concave (when 1  g  c2 V0). In the latter case DA is
weakly negative for all hzh implying the high-preference majority will never vote for a
high-preference candidate. In the former case DA is weakly negative for all hVh V(where,
by continuity, hV exists and is the value of h > h such that DA ¼ 0), and strictly positive for
all h > h V. 5
Proof of Lemma 3. (a) If hNA ¼ h, then X̂B ¼ PCB ðh; h j hÞ  PNB ðh; h j hÞ is the relevant
condition for the majority in region B. It can be shown that this is positive when evaluated
at h ¼ h, and monotonically decreasing and concave in h. By continuity then there exists a
ĥ > h such that X̂B z0 for all hVĥ. (b) If hNA ¼ h, then condition X̃B ¼ PCB ðh; h j hÞ 
PNB ðh; h j hÞ is the relevant comparison for the majority voters in B. As above, it can be
shown that this is positive when evaluated at h ¼ h, and monotonically decreasing and
strictly concave in h. By continuity then there exists a h̃ > h such that X̃B z0 for all hVh̃.
Note that, since PNB ðh; h j hÞ < PNB ðh; h j hÞ, we have ĥ < h̃. Next, by Lemma 2, we know
that the choice of representative in the high-preference jurisdiction can itself be a function
of the amount of preference heterogeneity. In Case (i) of Lemma 2, a low-preference
representative will always be elected in A, implying that case (b) always applies, and h̃ is
the relevant upper bound. In case (ii) of Lemma 2, on the other hand, case (b) applies for
values of h less than h V, and case (a) applies for values of h above it. This means that, if
h V> h̃ is the relevant upper bound; if h V< ĥ , then ĥ is the relevant upper bound; if
17
The strategic implications of such dynamic electoral linkages for the policy choices of incumbents have
been explored by Besley and Coate (1998a); their analysis focuses on public investment, but analogous strategic
considerations could arise with respect to policy centralization choices.
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hVa½ĥ; h̃ then h V is the relevant upper bound (since, in this case, we have X̂B z0 for hVhV
and X̂B < 0 for h > hVÞ. Thus, the relevant upper bound can be generally expressed as
D
h ¼ maxfĥ; minfhV; h̃gg. 5
D

Proof of Lemma 4. (a) If h > ĥ, then X̃A uPCA ðh; h j hÞ  PNB ðh; h j hÞ is the relevant
payoff difference for high-preference voters in A and X̃B ¼ PCB ðh; h j hÞ  PNB ðh; h j hÞ is
D
the relevant payoff difference for low-preference voters in B over the ½h; h . One can verify
that X̃A > X̃B for all h > h by noting that the positive difference in the levels of effective
public good consumption under centralization and under noncooperation, and the
corresponding negative difference in private consumption levels are the same for both
regions; then, since the majority in A place a higher valuation on public good consumption
D
than the majority in B does, it must be the case that X̃A > X̃B . (b) If h ¼ ĥ, then X̃A uPCA
ðh; h j hÞ  PNA ðh; h j hÞis the relevant payoff difference for the majority in region Aover the
interval ½h V; ĥ (where DA z0Þ. We can show that this is positive when evaluated at h ¼ h, and
(i) either monotonically increasing and convex; or (ii) strictly concave. In the former case,
X̃A > X̃B for all h > h. In the latter case strict concavity implies both that X̃A can cross X̃B
only once and that there exists some ĥA > h such that X̂A ¼ 0. Finally, we can show that
X̂A > 0 when X̂B < 0 implying that ĥA > ĥ. 5
Proof of Lemma 5. If hVĥ and a high-preference policymaker is elected in region A, then
centralization will occur regardless of the type of policymaker elected in B. With a highpreference policymaker in B, low-preference voters in B will receive a payoff PCB ðh; h j hÞ;
with a low-preference policymaker, they will receive a payoff PCB ðh; h j hÞ. The latter is
larger than the former, so the majority in B will elect a low-preference candidate. If h > ĥ
and a high-type policymaker is elected in A , low-preference voters in B compare the
noncooperative payoff PNB ðh; h j hÞ with the cooperative payoff PCB ðh; h j hÞ. The former
is greater than the latter, since, for all hVĥ, we have X̂B ðh; h j hÞ < 0, which implies
PNB ðh; h j hÞ > PCB ðh; h j hÞ > PCB ðh; h j hÞ . A similar chain of reasoning can establish
that for all hzh, if a low-preference policymaker is elected in A, low-preference voters in B
will elect a low-preference policymaker: when a low-preference policymaker is elected in
A, then the low-preference majority in B receive PCB ðh; h j hÞ by voting their own type and
either PCB ðh; h j hÞ (when hVh̃) or PNB ðh; h j hÞ (when h > h̃) otherwise; the former payoff
is always larger than either of the latter two. 5
Proof of Proposition 2. Case (i) If 1  g  c2 V0 : If the majority in A elect a highpreference representative and centralization does not occur, they receive a payoff that is
less than the payoff they could obtain if they delegated noncooperative policymaking to a
low-preference representative (since we know that in this case they would opt to do so if
they could); and this latter noncooperative payoff must be less than that which they can
obtain by harmonizing policy at the tax rate preferred by low-preference individuals, since
the latter yields more public good provision than does decentralization when the
policymakers are both low-preference type individuals. Thus, for all h > h, the majority in
A will always elect a low-preference representative, which will result in centralization..
Case (ii) If 1  g  c2 > 0: For hVĥ, the majority in A can obtain centralization with
representatives of different types in the two jurisdictions (their preferred outcome over that
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range, as established in the proof of Lemma 3); so they will elect a high-preference
D
representative in this case. If h V> h ¼ ĥ, the argument used above for case (i) implies
D
that there will be an additional range between h and h Vover which centralization takes
place by representative democracy but not by referendum. We further show that under a
representative system, it can also take place for h > h V. As noted earlier, we know that at
hV, noncooperative payoffs for the majority in A are the same whether the policymaker in A
is a high-preference or a low-preference individual; we also know that at hV centralization
gives the high-preference majority in A a strictly larger gain in comparison with
decentralization, i.e. PCA ðh; h j h VÞ  PNA ðh V; h j h VÞ ¼ PCA ðh; h j h VÞ  PNA ðh; h j h VÞ > 0.
The former difference can be shown to be concave in h, implying that there will be an
R
R
D
h > h V such that, for h a½h; h V centralization will occur. If h V< ĥ (and therefore h ¼ ĥ),
the comparison between the cooperative payoff PCA ðh; h j hÞ (if the majority in A elects a
low-preference policymaker) and the noncooperative payoff PNA ðĥ; h j hÞ (if the majority
in A elects a high-preference policymaker) at ĥ is generally ambiguous. If it is positive at
R
R
h ¼ ĥ , then, again by concavity, there will exist a h > ĥ such that, for h a½h; h V
R
centralization will occur. Otherwise—if X̌A ¼ 0 at h ¼ ĥ—we shall have h ¼ ĥ. 5
D

R

Proof of Proposition 3. If haðh ; h , a move to a representative system will induce a
switch to policy centralization, and, by construction, will raise welfare for the majority in A
relative to the noncooperative outcome (since the high-preference majority in A chooses it).
It remains to be shown that welfare is also higher for the majority in B. Consider first the case
D
h ¼ ĥ. The difference PCB ðh; h j hÞ  PNB ðh; h j hÞuX̌B can be shown, as in earlier proofs,
to be positive when evaluated at h ¼ h, and decreasing and strictly concave in h. Then, since
P
D R
the function is continuous, there exists h aðh ; h such that the difference is positive for all
P
P
P
R
hVh . Note that X̂B > 0 when evaluated at h , which implies h < h . Consider, next, the
D
case h ¼ h̃ < h V. In this case, the low-preference majority in B will also experience a gain
D
from centralization occurring over the range ðh ; h V , since they now obtain their favoured
cooperative tax rate rather than the noncooperative outcome that prevails with two lowD
preference policymakers. Finally, consider the case h ¼ hV < h̃. The sign of X̌B at h ¼ h Vis
generally ambiguous. If it is positive, since X̌B is monotonically decreasing in h, there will be
P
D
a h > h V ¼ h such that both majorities gain from a switch to a representative system;
P
R
otherwise h ¼ h . If the low-preference majority in B gain from a move to a representative
system produces, then the high-preference minority in B must also gain: decentralization
involves lower taxes in B than centralization; hence, if the low-preference majority in B
prefers centralization, it must be the case that effective public effective good consumption in
B is higher under centralization than under decentralization; and if this produces a gain for
low-preference individuals, it must also do so for high-preference individuals, who value
collective consumption more. 5
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